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 Actually, a marriage be held when the two bridegrooms are old enough fit 

by UU No. 1/ 1974 Article 7 (1) that gives limit the age of marriagers, then on the 

Article 7 (2) arranges about marriage dispensation. In this case, there are two 

problems that will be analyzed. (1) The factors that cause the petition of marriage 

dispensation is proposed, (2) How the Judge’s considering to acced the petition of 

marriage dispensation. 

 The purpose of this research is to describe the cause of petition of marriage 

dispensation and to describe how the Judge’s considering to acced the petition of 

marriage dispensation. In this research, there are also two benefits. The first is from 

theoritycal side it gives development of knowledge, especially for Islamic marriage 

law in Indonesia. And the second is from practical side that can be used by the 

government and any other society. 

This research is included into a qualitative approach of observation, an 

observation that’s intended to understand the phenomenons and troubles that’s 

going on a place directly (field research). Beside that, the writer also added a library 

research. The kind of the source of data consist of primer data and skunder data, 

those are: interviews, documents, books and journals. The method of the analysis 

data in this research used a qualitative method. 

 The conclusion of this research, it describes the analysis result of the factors 

that cause the petition of marriage dispensation and the Judge’s considering to 

acced the petitions, those are: (1) Because the bridegroom has pregnant before the 

marriage/ Married by Accident (MBA), and (2) Because they worried about 

breaking the syar’i law. Whereas the Judge’s considering is based on relative and 

absolute authorities and also the holy Quran and Fiqh principles. 
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